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advantages 

Unquestionably the greatest gain lies in the amateur 
being able to work in a closed, comfortable room, which 
is as much a part of the home as his den or living room. 
It is lighted and heated like the rest of the house. With 
all his books and data at his elbow he will freely consult 
his references whenever a question arises at the eyepiece. 
A couch in the corner will allow him to “make a night 
of it” if he chooses, without disturbing the household. 
The host may present to his guest the wonders of our 
universe with the same ease as showing him a beautiful 
painting in the library. 

The other advantage lies in the convenience of a fixed 
eyepiece. The observer, once he has comfortably ad¬ 
justed himself in the observing chair, need not alter his 
position. All controls are at his hand—the quick setting 
on any object, starting, stopping and regulating clock. 
The writer has found this stationary position of especial 
help in drawing the details of the Moon. 

DISADVANTAGES 

There will always with this form of telescope be a part 
of the northern heavens, lying behind the box covering 
the parabolic mirror, that will never be seen. The area 
is, however, small and contains none of the bodies of the 
solar system. 

The siderostat mounting was found to be not suffi¬ 
ciently heavy to prevent the image vibrating when there 
is a strong wind. In fact, when photographing, the air 
must be quite calm in order to obtain negatives of good 
definition. The siderostat was improvised from a 
six-inch Mogey equatorial mounting, by re¬ 
moving the declination axis which carried 
the telescope tube, and bolting to the polar 
axle a yoke in which the flat swings. As a 
consequence the mirror, weighing some forty 
pounds, considerably overhangs the support 
of the mounting—a construction mechanically 
weak. A proper mounting would probably 
overcome this trouble, as no further notice¬ 
able tremors could be detected originating 
in either the parabolic mirror or diag¬ 
onal. 

The siderostat mirror adds one more reflect¬ 
ing surface to the two already found in the 
common reflector, a certain amount of light 
thereby being absorbed and lost. 

Condensation on the three mirrors have 
on certain nights proved very troublesome, 
and it is difficult to see how, in this form of 
instrument, it could be overcome. Hot, dry 
cloths, held close to the silvered surfaces will 
remove the moisture, but only for a time. 

No dimensions have yet been given. .The 
curved mirror is 16 inches (41 cm.) in diam¬ 
eter and has a focal length of 15 H (4.7 m.) 
feet. The siderostat is also 16 inches in 
diameter. Both of these mirrors are 2 inches 
(5 cm.) thick. The diagonal mirror is an 
ellipse whose diameters are 10 (25 cm.) and 
7 (18 cm.) inches. It is one inch (2.5 cm.) 
thick. All the mirrors were ground and fig¬ 
ured by the writer at his home on the Maine 
coast.'* 

It will thus be seen that the polar reflecting telescope, 
as worked out by the writer, while proving the feasibility 
of the warmed observing room, is still subject to the evils 
of condensation and wind tremors: that the latter with 
proper mounting can probably be removed, but the 
former probably cannot. On the whole, its maker was 
very well pleased with the results. He has had but little 
time as yet to give it a fair trial, and has been something 
over a yea? in making it. 

The photograph of the Moon accompanying this 
description was a first attempt to replace the eyepiece 
with the dry plate, and is probably not a fair sample 
of what the instrument can do. It was taken in this 
way: 

The driving clock was disconnected from the siderostat 
and attached to the ceiling in the vicinity of the focus: 
the end of a cord wound around the clock drum shaft was 
then attached to the end of the plateholder which rested 
in ways parallel to the apparent motion of the Moon’s 
image. The clock was then started and the plate ex¬ 
posed (23^ seconds). If it were desired to take long 
exposures, it would be necessary to rotate the plate- 
holder. 

In closing this account the writer feels quite ready to 
recommend this instrument, not to professionals, but 
to those persons who, appreciating the wonders of the 
heavens, have hitherto foregone the pleasures of astro¬ 
nomical work from a disinclination to submit themselves 
to its inconveniences. The writer’s experience has been 

‘For the benefit of those who desire to make their own refiectors, 
they are referred to M. Thos. FuUan, Director of Instrumental 
Section, Society of Practical Astronomy, Auburn, Ala., who, I am 
sure, will be glad to furnish simple directions for prosecuting this 
fascinating work. 

Looking up at the ceiling of the observing room, showing the 
siderostat mounting, and controls from the eyepiece just outside 
the lower left hand corner of the photograph. 

this: four years ago he acquired a six-inch refractor and 
mounted it beneath the dome of the standard type. As 
a consequence, months at a stretch would pass, especially 
during the colder weather, without the observatory being 
used. It being only a hobby, he simply would not go to 
the trouble of bundling up, and the discomfort of stand¬ 
ing still and shivering through the cold nights. He thus 
missed some of the best nights of the year for seeing. 

When the new observatory was completed, the exact 
reverse obtained. Scarcely a clear night passed that he 
was not at work in the room. 

There is another form of reflecting telescope which it 
would be interesting to apply to this idea of a closed 
observing room—that is the Cassigranian. The arrange¬ 
ment is suggested in Figure III. As will be seen, all three 

Photograph of the Moon made by the author 

mirrors are enclosed in the telescope tube which revolves 
in the polar axis. The eyepiece is just behind the para¬ 
bolic mirror, in the room, at a convenient height above 
the floor. The flat mirror is at the opposite end of the 
tube in bearings at right angles to the polar axis, and a 
part of the tube removed to permit the maximum range 
in declination. The driving mechanism would be ap¬ 
plied to the upper end of the tube, at which both con¬ 
trols—right ascension and declination—would be located. 

Advantages of this arrangement would be—the bring¬ 
ing of all supports much nearer to the ground; the as¬ 
sembling of all optical parts in a compact unit; the con¬ 
venient position of the observer when sitting at the eye¬ 
piece; and the probable reduction of troubles arising from 
wind tremors and condensation. Against these points 
in its favor must be mentioned the limited range in 
declination—from the southern horizon to about thirty 
degrees north of the zenith. 

One or two other features of the observatory may be 
of interest. In Figure II may be seen a small corner bay 
window. Here is located a 4-inch alt-azimuth instru¬ 
ment. A south meridian mark, situated some two miles 
out in the Atlantic Ocean on the Old Scilly Ledge, serves 
to bring the instrument into the meridian for the purpose 
of obtaining correct time. Just outside of the transit 
window is seen the Hartness sun dial, from which, after 
adjustment, the mean time may be read off directly. 
Inside the observatory the walls are covered with maps 
and charts of the north polar regions where the writer 
has spent many years in astronomical and topographical 

work—Franz Josef Land, Greenland, Labra¬ 
dor, and Alaska. 

The observatory is located on a point of 
land jutting out into the Atlantic at the small 
fishing town of Port Clyde, lying about one 
hundred and fifty miles north-east from 
Boston on the Maine coast. 

Melting Furnaces at the British Mint 
All the furnaces at the Royal Mint are 

designed to burn gas at 3-inch pressure with 
air at 23^-pound pressure. The rate of gas 
consumption by sixteen large furnaces is 
about 15,000 cubic feet per hour. A 6-inch 
service pipe is used for delivery, and this 
provision is well in excess of the require¬ 
ments, an ample reserve being considered 
essential in order to obtain uniformity in 
results. Air for the burning mixture is sup¬ 
plied by three rotary blowers, each blower 
being capable of delivering 36,000 cubic feet 
of free air per hour. The blowers are all 
motor-driven, the maximum horse-power re¬ 
quired being forty-five. The gas and air pass 
through a mixer, the respective volumes ad¬ 
mitted being governed by valves, the levers 
of which move over a graduated quadrant, 
and require adjustment as the temperature 
rises in the furnace. The method of con¬ 
necting the mixing chamber with the igni¬ 
tion inlet is regarded as being of the first 
importance in securing efficiency. A right-an¬ 
gled elbow-pipe, having a screwed endpiece 

with a diminishing bore, forms the nozzle, and leads to the 
ignition hole of the furnace, which consists of a per¬ 
forated firebrick of special shape. A recess at the back 
of the block receives the iron nozzle, which fits the recess 
closely and is surrounded by asbestos packing. The 
large block of firebrick serves to keep the nozzle rela¬ 
tively cool, and is built into the brickwork in a position 
to induce the flame to pass between the crucible and 
the wall of the furnace. The gas flame on leaving 
the ignition hole travels round the crucible in an upward 
double spiral. The crucible is placed centrally in the 
furnace upon a graphite stand. Only sufficient clear 
space is allowed round the crucible to admit of lowering 
the furnace tongs preparatory to drawing the pot. The 
products of combustion from each furnace are conducted 
through the apertures to the main flue, which runs 
underground and parallel to the line of furnaces to the 
chimney-shaft. This flue also passes through a con¬ 
densing chamber provided with baffles to intercept any 
solid matter carried off from the furnaces by the draught. 

During five years (1911-16) coinage metals to an 
amount of 9,900 tons were melted.—From the London 
Daily Telegraph. 

Mechanical Power of the United States 

The total mechanical power in the United States is 
estimated, says Power, at 120,000,000 horse-power. 
This includes 19,400,000 horse-power in manufacturing 
industries, 7,700,000 in central light and power stations, 
about 7,000,000 in isolated plants, exclusive of manu¬ 
facturing, 3,400,000 in electric railways,, 50,000,000 in 
steam locomotives, 4,000,000 in steamships, 22,500,000 
in automobiles, and the balance in miscellaneous services. 


